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The Workforce of the Future Opinion Series is based on the 

discussions, field interactions and ideations of the AMHUB 

Workforce of the Future Working Group, operating under 

the auspices of Automation Alley and The World Economic 

Forum. The purpose of the AMHUB Working Groups are to 

provide collaborative industry input on the evolving needs 

of the domestic manufacturing industry. The opinions, ideas 

and strategies herein are not necessarily the opinion or 

policies of the employers of the individual Working Group 

Members.

The Dynamic Current State

AV/CAVi, Azureii, 4G/5Giii, Rasberry Piiv, Teslav, Watsonvi, 

etc. These are all names of technologies, products, 

solution combinations or brands that have integrated 

into our industrial manufacturing industry vernacular. 

This is especially true if you are part of the Millennial or Z 

generations who have grown up in a digital age and have very 

different learning behaviors than other past generationsvii. 

Yet, ten years ago, very few would have recognized these 

names, let alone understood what they did.

As predicted by Gordon Mooreviii, technology processing 

speeds continue to advance at not just an accelerated 

rate, but exponentially with shorter periods in between 

each advancement. This exponential development helps 

to enable the innovation of software solutions and client 

service models. Drastically changing the landscape for both 

consumers and providers. These changes are requiring 

a pivot to new education models for traditional schools, 

continuing education programs and in-house learning 

academies in order to equip and retain a talented workforce, 

all for our new connected world.

A side effect of this pace of change and rapid adoption 

of technology is that organizations are struggling to find 

qualified associates, let alone have the ability to retain 

themix. It has become more important for organizations 

to adopt an on-going knowledge and learning culture; and 

embrace a larger viewpoint of how to provide such a culture. 

Companies are also dealing with the very real and very 

poignant general fear of many associates that their function 

may become obsoletex or replaced by a new technology—the 

fear of being expendable.

Although the fear is real, as Scott Erker of DDI noted in 

2018, that “the current technological revolution need not 

become a race between humans and machines but rather 

an opportunity for work to truly become a channel through 

which people recognize their full potential.xii”

This is an opportunity for organizations to re-affirm their 

leadership role in life-long learning, attracting and retaining 

the best talent. “Industry 4.0 leaders must demand a radical 

shift in their hiring and promotion practices to focus less 

on skills and experience, and instead look for individuals 

who demonstrate strength in agility, continuous learning, 

interpersonal communication, and proactive problem-

solving skills.”xiii

Further, as articulated by Kevin Griffen with Falco 

Enterprises and former CIO of GE Capital, “learning cannot 

just be an afterthought — it must be a core focus of any 

strong organizationxiv.”

So how do we enable organizations to accomplish not only 

the needs of today, but to be oriented on the needs of the 

workforce of the future?

Public-Private Partnerships

In order to continue laying the foundations for a strong 

future, we should have a re- affirmation and re-engagement 

for a new level of public-private initiatives in the US focused 

on the skills and attributes that will be needed to maintain 

and create a relevant world-class workforce. As shared by 

the European Commissions, Digital Transformation Monitor 

Report (2017)xv, it is through these types of relationships that 

we may seek to develop not only a culture of cross-industry 

collaboration that pulls ideas together, but we may also take 

the best of the best and utilize these tools to enhance the 

whole system.

Although an organization’s leadership remains the directing 

force of those organizations participating, it is our position 

that the ones that stimulate and leverage this cross-

collaborative process will be equipped to have the best 

chances of adaptation for success. Thus, future success will 

be directly tied to the strength of these partnerships for 

workforce development.
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All three of these primary delivery models have been going 

through their own transformation journey. They also each 

offer learning models that are in-person and/or, virtual 

and/or some type of hybrid programs. In general, each 

has attempted to transform from the Traditional Higher 

Education Model to a Modern Higher Education Model (as 

seen in the graphic below) in order to not only be attractive 

to potential students (i.e. customers), but to adapt to the 

various learning stylesxvii as embodied in the learning and life 

approaches of the Millennial and Z generationsxviii.

Existing Multi-leveled Engagement

As seen in the European Commission Report and reviewing 

the various existing arrangements made at the US state 

levels for public-private partnership initiatives and learning 

models, we first want to reflect, in general, on our current 

system, as it applies to the manufacturing industry. In the US, 

we have a diverse mix of approaches to develop and retain 

a competent workforce. With many education delivery 

mechanisms that cross over and repeat skills topics. That 

said, there are three primary ways that such is  

usually delivered:

First, we have Traditional Schools, whether they be 

technical schools, community colleges or universities. Each 

of them have the primary responsibility to develop the basic 

skills for the up-and-coming workforce, with their student 

focus tending to be the 18-25-year-old range (the traditional 

student). Each institution works to build on the basics that 

were to have been established through the public K-12 

system and to impart some level of specialty knowledge so 

that the individuals may successfully transition into their 

first adult career focused employment role.

The second group are the Continuing (Adult) Education 

Schools, such as academies or knowledge-building 

organizations. These may include career professional 

programs, community college partnerships or continuing 

education offerings through various private companies. 

Regardless of the delivering entity, their focus is on 

advanced, enhanced and new skills development for the 

existing workforce, with their student focus tending to be 

adults under 60 years oldxvi.

The third group is the In-house Learning Organizations  

that have been established to typically serve larger 

organizations. They range from in-house apprentice 

programs, learning academies (career/leadership 

development) and a plethora of digital learning programs, 

with a focus on enhanced skills development for the existing 

and redeployed workforces. Most of these programs 

are either targeted for the 20-25 age range (apprentice 

programs) or they are targeted for the 25-50 year old age 

range (leadership development programs).

A comparative analysis between  

traditional and modern higher educationxix

Traditional  

higher education

Modern  

higher education

• Teacher-centered

• Stage on stage 

approach

• One-way transfer

• Passive Learning

• Discipline specific 

knowledge

• Low-order learning

• Certification

• Learner-centered

• Guide on side 

approach

• Multi-way transfer

• Active learning

• Discipline specific & 

generic skills

• Higher-order 

learning

• Preparing post 

graduation life

In the end, this transformation has allowed forward-thinking 

organizations to be focused on methods of learning that 

meet the needs of the current diverse student base; striving 

for the adaptability and flexibility for the delivery of a truly 

personalized learning environment or experience. Further, 

they have been able to take full advantage of innovations in 

software and virtual-ware to leverage these new digital tools 

to deliver these personalized learning environments, yet 

meet the overall educational objectives of imparting relevant 

skills and knowledge, thus, maintaining their core mandates.
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of all parties have rapidly changed. We can observe the 

emergence of refined viewpoints on the different levels of 

skills that are needed in this new workforce of the future.

One of our main thought-provoking observations was that 

there are three maturity levels of Business and Technical 

Skills development that are being targeted and adopted 

across manufacturing industry segments: Basic, On-going 

and Advanced.

Required Workforce Skills for Industry 
4.0 | Connected Industry

The workforce skills that are already required, and that will 

continue to be in high demand, are leading more and more 

employers to review what and how they approach their own 

initial associate recruitment, on-going career professional 

recruitment and associate retention. They must be able 

to grasp the differences seen across the generational 

divide and be dynamic in their approaches in associate 

skills investment(s). Without understanding the four 

primary generational workforce approaches to business: 

commitment, education and life in generalxx; they may focus 

on the wrong skills or the wrong methods to upskill.

In taking a non-scientific level survey in 2019, by a team 

at Bosch Rexroth, at a variety of different manufacturing 

industry types (no official study or statistical analysis 

conducted); at approximately 15 companies spread across 

five states (Michigan, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South 

Carolina and Tennessee); with varying capacity and product 

batch mixes; we can begin to see how the expectations 

The most significant change seen here is not that there 

are multiple levels of associate (student) development 

that is emerging, but that the combination of Business 

+ Technical Skills development are intermingled and 

co-curricularxxi in nature. It is no longer an “either or” 

decision, but an “and” decision to learning requirements. 

This balance between traditional business and 

interpersonal skills are going hand in hand with technical 

hardware and software-based skills.

To provide an example, below are three high-level 

perspective on each of these groups:

Working Group: Workforcexxii

Maturity Level 1 Maturity Level 2 Maturity Level 3

Basic Business Skills On-going Business Skills Advanced Business Skills

• Business writing

• Inter-personnel communication

• Presentation techniques

• Time management 

• 5S of Lean Manufacturing

• Agile framework/methods

• Kanban/Lean Basics

• Project management basics

• Information flow mapping

• Project leadership

• Target Condition 

• Value stream mapping

Basic Technical Skills On-going Technical Skills Advanced Technical Skills

• Basic math (through Algebra)

• Drawing reading (Mech/Elec)

• Mechanical reasoning

• Network connectivity

• MS Windows basics

• Cloud access/storage

• Database set up/usage

• ERP/MES basics

• Mechatronics configuration

• OEE analytics

• Cobot programming

• Cybersecurity tool sets

• IEC61131/PLC open protocol

• IT development tools (C++, Java, 

VBS, etc.)
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Maturity Level 1 – Basic Business & 
Technical Skills | Summary

Maturity Level 1 includes many basic business skills that we 

expect new-to-the-workforce associates to both understand 

and practice, whether they are coming out of the K-12 

system, an apprentice program or community college.

Although expected to present in new hires, common feed-

back from companies surveyed is that these basic business 

skills are absent or not developed. Thus, they must have new 

hire training programs or some other type of mechanism in 

place by which to bring skills to an acceptable level.

The same level of expectations can be applied to the basic 

technical skills. The main difference here being that those 

new-to-the-workforce associates seem to have these 

competencies in place when recruited from apprentice 

programs or community college programs. There is a more 

scattered success ratio for those coming out of the K-12 

system. Thus, the same training programs must also be 

made available, often utilizing third-party public or private 

partners, such as state-based apprenticeshipxxiii programs 

or community college programsxxiv to bridge the gaps. Very 

few of the companies have all- inclusive technical training 

programs in-house and/or on-site.

Maturity Level 2 – On-going Business 
& Technical Skills | Summary

When dealing with on-going associate development for 

the manufacturing industry, the focus on business and 

technical skills continues to grow. Every employer today is 

tied to a high mix of existing skill sets required to perform 

these jobs and competing needs for development. Because 

these associates are already employed; and/or experienced 

changing companies; and/or re-entering a profession and/

or entering a new profession, they pose a development 

challenge. The generational range alone can be daunting 

with an age range about 20 to 65-plus years old and a 

complex mix of life experiencesxxv.

Despite the complexity of these associates, they 

also tend to be among the most valued because 

they come with a plethora of knowledge and/or 

experience being applied to real-world tasks that 

affect quality, cost, rates of production or any other 

key performance indicators. The financial cost of 

replacing such associates alone is enough to motivate 

most companiesxxviii. They are the primary human 

assets that make up the innovation, practical talent 

and capabilities of any company, as well as having an 

impact on how companies are perceivedxxix.

The Workforce in 2025xxvi

Projected size of U.S. labor force i(n millions) by age

United States - 2018xxvii
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the associate and the co-curricular entity that provides 

the knowledge and skill training. In the new connected 

manufacturing reality, these are the associates that 

everyone seeks to attract and retain, but also compete 

fiercely with others to do so.

At this level of development, we expect not only a 

foundation in Maturity Level 1 and Level 2, but we also 

need those who have mastered these most-needed 

skills or knowledge sets for the long-term success of our 

companies. In our Maturity Level 3 descriptions from 

above, we outline additional business skills and technical 

skills that we expect to continue as high-value items. 

These mixtures of business and technical skills also 

present the challenge of associate development that can 

only be accomplished over time.

We expect that these associates have the potential to 

become the IT-OT Unicorns that we desire. They will be 

able to bridge the gap between the two silos and help us 

to accelerate our productivity or output, our key quality 

or value KPIs, and contribute to high levels of associate 

retention of the best and brightest.

These associates will have the ability to adapt to a variety 

of roles, whether on the execution, planning or leadership 

levels. Those providers on skill and knowledge sets that 

can work collaboratively with industry to develop these 

associates will find not only strong partnerships, but will 

be able to enhance their own value to potential students. 

Real world needs, meeting real world skills and knowledge.

 Thus, this level of maturity requires a fine balance between 

the business and technical skills for both employee 

attraction and retentionxxx. This also requires more expert 

trainers/topic experts or access to qualified trainers/topic 

experts through one of the education delivery mechanisms 

outlined earlier. Especially in this new age of connected 

manufacturing where we are seeing a move away from silo 

role specializationxxxi and the merging of traditional ITxxxii and 

OTxxxiii responsibilities and skill sets, as well as the on-going 

search for the IT-OT Unicorns, or those associates who come 

with a balanced IT-OT package of skills and competencies 

that are exceedingly rare to find. 

It is also in these associates that we need to expect the 

foundations of knowledge in Lean Methods and Principles; 

as well as an understanding Continuous Improvement 

Processes (CIP)xxxv and Agile Manufacturingxxxvi (aka Scrum 

Methods, Kanban, etc.)xxxvii for the achievement of real-world 

benefits and improvements to an operation, regardless 

of department, operation or functional role within a 

manufacturing operation. This includes general labor or line 

workers, maintenance staff, engineering, purchasing, human 

resources, finance and leadership.

Maturity Level 3 – Advanced Business 
& Technical Skills | Summary

Advanced associate development creates the rarest breed 

of associate within an organization and is also the hardest to 

develop. In order to develop such an associate, there must 

be an extended commitment on the part of the employer, 

Connected Industry Associates

• Solid Business Skills & Interpersonal 

Approaches

• Foundations in Agile, CIP &Lean Methods

• Knowledgeable in Process, Problem Solving 

& Collaboration

• Technology Savvy, Competent in Relevant 

Applications & Emerging Tools

Connected Industry | Connected Manufacturing 

People & Talent
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Closing Comments

So, what should companies be doing now? The easy answer is actually more questions for reflection in two topical areas of 

Vision/Roadmap Plans and Organizational Self-Assessment. Without spending time on these two areas, setting training and 

development expectations lack the primary foundations required to communicate to training departments, agencies or partner 

institutions.

Connected Manufacturing Vision and Roadmap:

• What is the Connected Manufacturing Vision and Roadmap for our company? Do we have one?

• Does it include collaborative input from leadership, manufacturing, line workers, information technology, human 

resources, accounting, marketing and other critical departments?

• Is it a directive or is it a plan that has organizational buy-in?

 Organizational Self-Assessment:

• When was the last time your organization did an organizational self-assessment of both new hire and on-going associate 

skills development curriculum? Was it a top to bottom review, or just a surface review? If not top to bottom, now is the 

time to undertake the task.

• Has your organization made changes to how you approach business and technical skills updating or upgrading? Have you 

adopted new tools such as collaborative web-based learning modules? Virtual training for distance learning? Pooling your 

resources with other manufacturers or partners (non-competitive of course) to bring classes to you?

• Are you still working with a master plan or curriculum that was put in place more than five years ago? If so, you are most 

likely out of date and need to update your requirements and curriculum.

• Does your company have a local (or national) network of training or education partners? When was the last time that this 

network of partners was reviewed top to bottom? It is important to insure current relevancy and impact.

• Have you clearly articulated to them what skills and knowledge disciplines are most important to your success?

Finally, we recommend that if you are not sure where to start, or that you feel that you lack the necessary internal  

qualifications to begin this process of Vision, Roadmap and Assessment, that you explore possible external partners  

that can help to guide your organization.

Connected Industry | Connected Manufacturing 

People & Talent

Associates Leading Complexity

• Applying Business Tools, Communication, 

Collaboration & Technical Skills to solve & 

improve operations or eliminate obstacles

• Balanced in both Business & Technical Skills that 

are relevant to their industry

• Adaptable to Dynamic Needs and Change 

Management
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